La Traviata

(in Italian)

Opera in four acts by Giuseppe Verdi

Libretto by Francesco Maria Piave

Based on "La Dame aux Camélia" by Alexandre Dumas fils
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Solo Dancer
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Ricardo Bustamante

†U.S. opera debut

PLACE AND TIME: Mid-19th century Paris and environs

Act I -- Violetta's house
Act II -- A villa near Paris
Act III -- Flora's house
Act IV -- Violetta's house
Sponsors:

Notes:
The performance of October 22nd was labeled a "Family matinee," and it was performed in three acts.

The program featured the following note:
The Family Matinee of October 22 features "supertitles," a new system of projecting translations of the Italian text, adapted and executed by Francesca Zambello and Jerry Sherk.

The costumes for that production were made possible by a much-appreciated grant from the Callison Foundation.
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